Your Dollars At Work, Programs for Co-Survivors

The money you raise for Tour de Pink has helped start an important initiative—special programming just for co-survivors!

In 2015, YSC introduced a co-survivor track at the YSC Summit and Regional Symposia. YSC recognizes the important role co-survivors (spouses, parents, siblings, friends) play in the treatment and recovery of young women affected by breast cancer. **YSC is thrilled to offer this one-of-a-kind programming.** The impact of a serious diagnosis on a co-survivor is far reaching and the healing continues long after treatment is over. Co-survivors can experience mental and physical challenges when caring for a loved one and YSC realized that support, education and resources are needed for this group too. **Funds raised from TdP make it possible for co-survivors to attend our conferences, learn from experts and connect with others just like them.**

“The men's only time was very helpful. I did not have to explain my wife's cancer to the other men. They understand what I'm going through.”

John, co-survivor